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ARE YOU EXCITED?ARE YOU EXCITED?



Wannabe.....................................1.
An Adventure.............................2.
Sparkle Stones..........................3.
Magic Happens.........................4.
Magic............................................5.
Survivor........................................6.
Elaina............................................7.
End of Time.................................8.
Pixies & Pirates..........................9.
Angel by the Wings.................10.
Witchety Wizardy Woo..........11.
Friend Like Me...........................12.
Larni...............................................13.
Abracadabra..............................14.
Magic is Calling........................15.
Niketah.........................................16.
What About Us..........................17.
Lollibop.........................................18.
It’s a Kind of Magic..................19.
FINALE............................................20.

THURS 4:15 INTER JAZZ
WED RSD L1
THURS RSB L1/2
WED SUB JUNIOR JAZZ
THURS PRE SENIOR HIP HOP
THURS 7:15 INTER JAZZ
SOLO
WED SUB JUNIOR HIP HOP
WED RSB L1/2
THURS PRE SENIOR CONTEMP
THURS RSD L2
THURS INTER HIP HOP
SOLO
THURS RSD L1
WED SUB JUNIOR BALLET
SOLO
THURS INTER CONTEMP
WED RSD L2
THURS PRE SENIOR JAZZ
Whole School

RUNNING ORDERRUNNING ORDERWELCOMEWELCOME
The Mid Year Display is a relaxed performance in a theatre setting to
showcase what our students have been learning and preparing. We are
excited to showcase the students hard work to our dance family and friends!

Photos + Videos
You are welcome to film and take photos of your child throughout the
performance. We ask that these images are not shared to social media due to
child safety.
Please NO FLASH photography as it can distract students onstage. 

Check-In Procedures
Students will be dropped to the marked check in desk, just follow signage at
the venue. There will also be signage to show you where to collect them as
well. Please bring your phone with you to make the process faster. Be patient
as this process takes about 20 minutes to ensure all children are safely
checked in/out.

Students MUST arrive max 30 minutes prior for check in. Please send your
child dressed in the correct attire including their wrist band on their left wrist
(preschoolers only), and clearly label any bags that include change of shoes
(for those in more than one class). Check in desk will close approx 15 minutes
before the show starts so please do not be late as your child may miss their
performance. 

Teachers will take children backstage into a classroom whilst parents find their
seats in the audience. Children can be collected after the show has finished,
not during the performance for safety reasons. 

Doors with Backstage Access will be locked throughout the performance for
the safety of our students.

How to Have a Good Performance Day
Eat a healthy meal before, rest and sleep. Lots of praise and encouragement.
After the show, give lots of positive reinforcement regardless of their
performance. This is very important for confidence building. 

Can I Pack Food + Drinks for my Child Backstage?
Students are only attending for a very short time, please feed them a healthy
and sustainable meal prior to the dress rehearsal or show. Only a water bottle
will only be allowed at backstage, no food or coloured drinks allowed.


